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About Us
Located in Lakemont, Georgia, Kelly Research Technologies was
incorporated in 2006 in order to sustain and advance the radionic
technology developed by Peter J. Kelly between the early 1970’s until
his untimely passage in 2004. Core among his contributions was the
design of a two-bank radionic instrument that integrated the
Hieronymus design for variable plate capacitance signal tuning with
the knowledge of solid state amplification he’d acquired while in
service to the nation in the U.S. Navy. As a founding member of the
U.S. Psychotronics Association in 1974, there were many opportunities
for friends and colleagues to try the new instrument. The “Kelly
Instrument” would be built first for friends, then friends of friends,
then in 1978 the first one was sold to a complete stranger – the first of
thousands of subtle energy researchers that would choose this
sensitive, reliable, and easy-to-operate radionic device.
Today, Kelly Research Technologies manufactures and distributes not
only the famous Kelly Personal Instrument, but also a line of radionic
instruments designed to meet the needs of both the busy farmer and
the advanced researcher. In all Kelly instruments, the combination of
variable capacitance tuning and solid state amplification allows
determination of scalar frequencies and assessment of their intensities
through the focused intent of the trained operator, as well as
transmission of in-phase and phase-reversed scalar frequencies. With
thousands of two-dial radionic rates available, Kelly radionic
instruments are ideal for all aspects of radionic agriculture, as well as
many types of amplified dowsing.
Our 30-day, no-hassle, money-back guarantee ensures that every
customer has a pleasant, professional experience. Whatever your
reasons, simply return the item to us in like-new condition and receive
a full refund of the purchase price. Your only risk is the price of
postage.
Find out why we’ve had a great reputation in the global
radionics community since 1978!

www.kellyresearchtech.com
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INTRODUCTION TO RADIONICS
Everything is vibration and energy. The energy is universal – the
same driving force that spins subatomic particles at nearly the speed
of light also illuminates the stars in the night sky. What defines the
physical form of this energy is the frequency at which it vibrates and
the volume at which it sings. Every element and organism is a
veritable symphony of frequency information – louder and softer
voices combining in infinite combinations to create the realm we
perceive as physical reality. A byproduct of this process is that every
physical substance spontaneously emits an aura - a “subtle energy”
field that is specific to that substance or mix of substances.
KRT radionic instruments use a detection coil to capture the auric field
emitted by a sample, then amplify that signal using banks of variable
plate capacitors that spontaneously resonate when tuned to an
identical subtle energy frequency. Analysis is completed by tuning the
instrument to known frequencies and measuring the sizes of the
signals against a 50,000 ohm variable resistor.
Because sample, source, and the instrument operator are powered by
the same universal energy, all remain bound across perceived space
and time. In the instruments, solid state amplifiers and bifilar coil
antennas are used to broadcast patterns of information back to the
energetic realm. The broadcast can add resonance or create
dissonance in existing constructs, or the infinite visualization power of
the human mind may be applied to create new realities.
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Strong and sensitive, affordable and
portable, often imitated but never
duplicated, the Kelly Personal
Instrument has been the two-dial
analog radionic instrument of choice
since 1978.
This unit includes
everything needed to carry out
radionic research at the beginning or
advanced level, including a standard
acrylic sample well, a standard
moebius coil reaction plate/antenna,
an oak stand and a power supply.


Standard: Two banks of parallel plate
capacitors that generate analog scalar
waveforms as accurate as the sensitivity of
the operator. These adjustable tuning forks
spontaneously resonate with the subtle energy
fields emitted by all plants and animals.



Standard: BNC-style auxiliary input port
allows
effortless
integration
of
tones,
frequencies, music or any other electronic signal
information to any broadcast.



Standard: From the wisdom of the ancient Kabbalah,
which describes the kindling pathway that connects
pure energy and the physical realm, KRT’s .999 pure silver Sephorah
geomantic signal multiplier with radio coil core increases broadcast
effective-ness
while
also
serving as a Faraday shield
against
interference
by
external signals.



Standard: Fully compatible
with
all
Kelly
accessories, including the XL
Sample Well, the Perfect
Spiral Phase Array Reaction
Plate/Antenna, the accessory
Electronic Potentizer, the
Replicator, and the external
frequency/signal generator.



Standard: Classic Bakelite sample well and instrument cases.

Kelly Personal Instrument……………...…….…..….$1,450.00
Kelly Instrument (with Pyrex Sample Well)…...…..….$1,500.00
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The all-new Mk 2 Seeker is a deluxe twobank instrument with 360-degree “round
dial” rate dials that allow exploration and
documentation of “lower dial” rate groups
found within the two-dial rate system
popularized by T. Galen Hieronymus. This
unit has all of the features, flexibility, and
the easy-to-use connection system found on
the
Kelly
Personal
Instrument
in
a
streamlined oak case. The Seeker also has
the convenience and accuracy of an on-board
adjustable timer, plus the power and
unlimited growth potential of an external
Perfect Spiral Phase Antenna Array.


Standard: Two banks of parallel plate capacitors
that create analog scalar wavelengths as
accurate as the sensitivity of the operator.



Standard: Large, easy-to-read rate dial markings
improve accuracy and user effectiveness. 360
degree enumeration allows exploration and use
of the entire scalar energy longitudinal waveform.



Standard:
Cutting-edge
silver
Sephorah
geomantic signal multiplier increases broadcast effectiveness while
also serving as a Faraday shield against external interference.



Standard: Comes equipped with a 32 Phase (4-plate) Perfect Spiral
Antenna that increases signal density for more effective broadcasts
and the flexibility to add additional Perfect Spiral Antennas as needed.



Standard: 10-turn intensity dial delivers exceptional precision when
dowsing for intensities and broadcast times.



Standard: “Set and forget” adjustable timer eliminates the
possibility of over-broadcasting. May be set for as short as 1.2
seconds and as long as 300 hours.



Standard: 100% compatible with KRT accessories, including XL
Wells, Tuning Stations, the Accessory Potentizer and the Handheld
Signal Generator.



Standard: Oak instrument console with deep sample well measures
9.0” x 14.0” x 21.5” (29cm x 36cm x 55cm).

The Seeker:
The Seeker:

Agricultural Analyzer…….………………….$2,750.00
(with Pyrex Sample Well)…..….…….……. $2,825.00
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The all-new Mk 2 Beacon is a powerful
instrument at an affordable price: a three-bank
radionics workhorse with the core features
found on The Workstation, including the
combination of convenience and accuracy of an
on-board adjustable timer, as well as the
same internal heavy-gauge, spool-style, bifilar
coil secondary antenna that supplements the
flexibility and unlimited growth potential of an
external Perfect Spiral Antenna Array. The
new streamlined oak case duplicates the
easy-to-use connection system found on the
Personal Instrument. The result is a radionic
instrument with all the essentials needed by
busy farmers and researchers working with soil, water, feed, seed,
crops, herds and other organisms.


Standard: Three banks of parallel plate capacitors that create analog
scalar wavelengths as accurate as the sensitivity of the operator.



Standard: Large, easy-to-read rate dial markings increase accuracy
and user effectiveness.



Standard: Cutting-edge
silver
Sephorah
geomantic
signal
multiplier increases broadcast effectiveness while also serving as a
Faraday shield against interference by external signals.



Standard: Equipped with a stand-alone 32 Phase (4-plate) Perfect
Spiral Array Antenna that increases signal density for a more
effective broadcast. Add additional Perfect Spiral Antennas as needed!



Standard: “Set and forget” adjustable timer eliminates the
possibility of over-broadcasting. May be set for as short as 1.2
seconds and as long as 300 hours.



Standard: 100% compatible with KRT accessories, including XL
Wells, Tuning Stations, the Accessory Potentizer and the Handheld
Signal Generator.



Standard: Oak instrument console with deep sample well measures
9.0” x 14.0” x 21.5” (29cm x 36cm x 55cm).

The Beacon:
The Beacon:

Agricultural Analyzer……………….……… $3,500.00
(with Pyrex Sample Well)………….……… $3,575.00
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The Workstation is the most fullfeatured
and
powerful
radionic
instrument ever produced by Kelly
Research Technologies.
This unit has
been continuously evolving since the first
“Large Ag” unit was introduced more
than 30 years ago.
Delivers the
biggest
broadcast
of
any
KRT
instrument thanks to a four-stage solidstate amplifier driving an integrated
Perfect Spiral Antenna Array and a Bifilar
Spool Antenna.
 Standard: An integrated 32 Phase (4-plate)
Perfect Spiral Array Antenna and a
heavy-gauge Bifilar Spool Antenna work
together to increase signal output for more
effective broadcasts. Add external Perfect
Spiral Antennas with the aux input jacks.
 Standard: Explore the entire waveform
with the 360-degree rate dial on Bank 3.
 Standard: Silver Sephorah geomantic
signal multiplier increases broadcast
effectiveness while serving as a Faraday
shield against external signal interference.
 Standard:
Seamlessly
integrate
the
Schumann Earth Resonance Tone (7.83 Hz) or three other
frequencies into any broadcast with dual channel ELF pulse generator.

low

 Standard: Create potencies and remedies with integrated electronic
potentizer with deep imprint well.
 Standard: 10-turn intensity dial delivers exceptional dowsing precision.
 Standard: “Set and forget” adjustable timer eliminates the possibility
of over-broadcast. Set for as little as 1.2 seconds or as long as 300 hours.
 Standard: Energy field detection circuit identifies fields that can interfere
with the scalar broadcast.
 Standard: External connector panel allow easy addition of a grounding cable,
the XL Sample Well, and/or an external frequency/signal generator.
 Standard: Oak instrument console with deep sample and potentizing wells
measures 20.5” x 19.5” x 21.5” (52cm x 50cm x 55cm).

The Workstation:
The Workstation:

Agricultural Analyzer……………………. $4,750.00
(with Dual Pyrex Wells)…….………….
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$4,900.00

UPGRADE YOUR NEW INSTRUMENT!
Every Seeker, Beacon and Workstation agricultural analyzer comes
equipped with a 32 Phase (4 plate) Perfect Spiral reaction
plate/antenna. Save big by upgrading at the time of purchase:
Included

Parallel

Upgrade

Phase Array

Plates

Price

32 Phase

4

n/a

Savings
n/a

40 Phase

5

$75

$25

48 Phase

6

$150

$50

Upgrade your new Personal Instrument by replacing the Standard
Reaction Plate Antenna with a Perfect Spiral Antenna and receive a $75 credit.

UPGRADE YOUR CLASSIC KELLY INSTRUMENTS!

Personal Instrument: Mk 1

Workstation: Mk 1

Workstation: Mk 2

Give a facelift to your old Personal Instrument by replacing the front panel
and case for a like-new appearance! Includes inspection and calibration.
Personal Instrument Facelift………………………..…………..……….$150.00
Change the lengths of timed broadcasts from as little as 1.2 seconds to as long
as 300 hours on your pre-2012 Seeker, Beacon, or Workstation by
upgrading the old 10-hour timer to the new Omron 16-in-1 Adjustable Timer.
Omron 16-in-1 Adjustable Timer Upgrade……..…………..………. $295.00
Add the power of 99.9% pure silver Sephorah Faraday shielding and the
flexibility of electronic signal input to any classic Kelly instrument with an
amplifier upgrade. Service includes a complete inspection and calibration.
Personal Instrument Sephorah Upgrade…………..………..……….$300.00

Workstation Upgrade (Mk I)………………………..……………...…… $300.00
Workstation Upgrade (Mk II)……………………..…………..…..…….$650.00
Unsure if your instrument has a silver Sephorah? Look for a BNC
port on the front of the Personal instrument or on the side of the
Workstation. If you cannot find this port, you need an upgrade!
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The KRT Tuning Station is a fourbank accessory experimental tuner
for use with any Kelly radionic
instrument. Radionic rates are the
keystone frequencies for a substance,
yet every substance is a veritable
symphony of vibratory energy-asinformation! The Tuning Station allows
development/use of additional rates for
increased
accuracy
and
signal
complexity, while the “round dial” rate
bank allows any instrument to utilize
the growing database of 360 degree
rates. LED lamps on all four banks
instantly verify which are active.
Uses and Benefits include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Multi-Bank Analysis
Multi-Bank Broadcasting
Multi-Bank Potentizing
Higher Resolution Rate Scan
Use of “Round Dial” Rates
Easy Rate Reuse
Large Rate Dials

Check the impact of soil supplements to
multiple systems or parts of the plant.
Scan and broadcast an array of rates
that maximize disruption of the
patterns of weeds, pests, or toxins. Add
additional layers of information to
potencies and remedies.
Includes one pair of 18” instrument
leads and power supply. Oak console
measures 9.0” x 14.0” x 21.5” (29cm x
36cm x 55cm).

Add as many banks of
frequency information as your
research requires.

.

KRT Tuning Station:

w/ LED Bank Indicators……………$1,000.00

Use this with your Personal Instrument, Seeker, Beacon, or Workstation!
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The Kelly Potentizer is an
accessory
radionic
imprinting
device designed for use with any
Kelly radionic instrument. This
unit has the capability to capture
and infuse in-phase and reverse
phase
energetic
frequency
information
into
your
substrates of choice at varying
and/or stacked levels of potency.
Plants and Gardening: Potentize
water for the water can, sprayer, or
mixing tank. As products of the
energetic realm, the resulting potencies
will be no replacement for the direct and
immediate impact of their physical
counterparts. However if potency and
original are combined, the original can
be expected to operate at a higher
level
of
efficiency
and/or
effectiveness.
This effect can be
multiplied with the use of reagents,
such as colors, minerals and other
energy system activators.
Pocket Energy Emitter: Imprinting a gem, mineral or lucky charm with
radionic rates and/or reagents turns them into low level subtle energy
broadcasters. Because the subtle energy fields of the organism and the
energized substrate interact on the energetic level, merely placing the
potentized item within close proximity of the target plant or animal is identical
to receiving an ongoing, low level radionic broadcast. The result is a portable
radionic emitter, ideal for purse, pocket or garden soil. Specific patterns of
information that may be of interest for capture and retention could include:







Radionic rates (subtle energy waveforms) from the radionic instrument
Frequencies or music from a signal generator, computer or mp3 player
Soil supplements, additives, and nutrients
Herbal compounds & essential oils
Homeopathic potencies/remedies
Colors, light, gems and minerals

The Potentizer:
The Potentizer:

Experimental Electronic Potentizer……..… $300.00
(w/Pyrex imprint well)……………………..… $350.00

Use this with your Personal Instrument, Seeker or Beacon!
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The Replicator is a stand-alone
radionic imprinting and simplified
broadcasting device that captures and
infuses in-phase and reverse phase
energetic frequency information into
the substrates of choice at varying
and/or stacked levels of potency.
A
variety of input and output options
allow instant integration with samples
and information from every possible
modality. Use this device in 3 ways!
1. Electronic Potentizer: Make your
own homeopathic potencies and
remedies! Under the hood, the
Replicator is a 1-bank Kelly Personal
instrument and an Electronic Potentizer
built into a single box.
2. Anapathic Purifier: Put a witness
in the input well and the disease,
poison, or pest in the output well, then
set the phase switch to “Reverse” to
reduce the energetic strength of
unwanted patterns of information
found in wells, tanks, silos, barns, and
other organisms.
Plate capacitor tuners, silver Sephorah coil,
and solid state amplification.
3. Simplified Radionic Broadcasts:
Add resonance to the organism or
location you select by broadcasting reagents, supplements, affirmations,
and other patterns of information. Examples can come from any healing,
agricultural, or scientific modality, including:







Soil supplements, additives, and nutrients
Herbal compounds & essential oils
Homeopathic potencies/remedies
Colors, light, gems, and minerals
Any signal information, including frequencies, tones, and music
Prayers, blessings, and wishes

Simply place the witness and the elements you wish to broadcast into the input
well and set the unit for “in phase” operation!

The Replicator:
The Replicator:

Potentizer/Purifier/Broadcaster…………… $950.00
(with dual Pyrex wells)……………….……

$1,050.00

Use with your Personal Instrument, Seeker, Beacon, or Workstation!
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INPUT: SAMPLE WELLS
Sample wells are comparable to the microphones on radios –
they detects the waveforms emitted in the surrounding
environment and transmits the resulting signal to the tuning
circuits. Our sample wells combine copper coil induction with
long-lasting acrylic or lifetime Pyrex well chambers. Use
auxiliary sample wells to:
 Increase the number of samples, witnesses,
reagents, colors and other physical information that
may be simultaneously analyzed or broadcast
through daisy-chain connection with the Personal
Instrument sample well, or use of the connector
panels on Seekers, Beacons and Workstations.
 Increase the number of electronic potencies
that may be created at a time through daisy-chain
connection with the Electronic Potentizer and the
Personal Instrument, Seeker or Beacon, or through
use of the “Aux Out” jacks on either the Replicator or
the Workstation’s integrated electronic potentizer.
Our standard sample well combines a long-lasting acrylic
chamber and a classic Bakelite case to capture the unique subtle
energy signatures of your samples. This well comes standard
with every Personal Instrument. Includes two leads equipped
with red and black banana plugs connectors for use with
radionic instruments. Other colors available upon request.
Standard Sample Well - Acrylic….………………………...….. $75.00
Invented in 1915 by Corning, Pyrex is the glassware of choice in
laboratories around the world.
Upgrading to a Pyrex well
chamber guarantee your well will never experience
degradation or discoloration due to aging of the acrylic
plastic. Includes two leads equipped with red and black banana
plug connectors for use with radionic instruments. Other colors
available upon request.
Standard Sample Well - Pyrex ……….……………………….$125.00
Identical in design to the standard sample well, the extra large
acrylic sample well utilizes an 8” (203 mm) acrylic tube for a
well chamber and an oak case. Large enough to hold a
gallon jug or a 4,000 ml Griffin beaker. Includes two leads
equipped with banana plug connectors in gray.
XL Sample Well - Acrylic ……………..…………….…………….$275.00
The extra large Pyrex sample well utilizes an 7 7/8” (199 mm)
Pyrex tube for a well chamber and an oak case. Large enough
to hold a gallon jug or a 4,000 ml Griffin beaker. Includes
two leads equipped with banana plug connectors in gray.
XL Sample Well – Pyrex……..………..…………….…………….$450.00
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INPUT: SIGNAL GENERATOR
Integrate experimental electroherbal healing frequencies
and methodologies into your radionic research with this
easy-to-use
handheld
signal/frequency
generator,
including the ground-breaking work of Royal Rife.
Made by BK Precision, this signal generator allows easy
selection of frequencies from 0.1 to 9,999,999.9 cycles per
second (Hertz). Advance the frequency to your desired
setting with mechanical buttons on the front of the unit;
no complicated computer programs!
All current and recent Kelly radionic instruments come
factory equipped to receive signal information through the
BNC-type signal input port.
All electronic signal
information is delivered directly to the heart of the
instrument radio coil for integration with the outgoing
radionic broadcast.
Includes a 36” cable equipped with two BNC connectors for
immediate connection between the BK Precision Signal
Generator and any Kelly Radionic Instrument, including the
Replicator.
Handheld Signal Generator……………………….……………..$370.00
BNC Cables
Use BNC cables with the signal input jacks on your Personal
Instrument, Seeker, Beacon, Workstation, and Replicator, as
well as the output jack for your BK Precision Signal Generator.
Use the 1/8” adapter to utilize computer sound cards, portable
music players, and other external devices with your instrument.
Cable: 12" - BNC to BNC (each)………………….…………….……………. $15.00
Cable: 36" - BNC to BNC (each)………………….………………….………. $20.00
Cable: 72" - BNC to BNC (each)………………….……………………….…. $25.00
Adapter - BNC to 1/8" (3.5 mm) mono phone jack (each)………..... $5.00

Electroherbalism in the KRT Bookstore:
Electroherbalism Frequency Lists by Brian McInturff……................$30.00
Contains frequencies that people use for alternative bioelectronic
instruments including function generator pad devices, EMEMs, Rife
and Rife-Bare machines, among others. Includes thousands of
frequencies and related articles. Softcover book (172 pages).
Rife Handbook of Frequency Therapy by Nenah Sylver, Ph.D…..…$150.00
Dr. Sylver takes a very detailed and well referenced look at the
background of both conventional and holistic medicine before
introducing the reader to Rife resonance therapy, based on the
work of Dr. Royal Raymond Rife. Hardcover book (768 pages).
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INTRO TO REACTION PLATE/ANTENNAS
“Rub plates” have been a part of almost every radionic
instrument since the discovery of the art by Dr. Albert
Abrams a century ago. Effective rub plates are actually
reaction plate/antennas, and they deliver exactly that:
An Antenna: Every broadcaster needs
an antenna! All Kelly instruments utilize
bifilar coil technology to transform the
amplified energetic information delivered
by
the
radionic
instrument
into
transverse
“scalar”
waveforms
and
broadcast them to the boundless sea
of universal energy
that drives
everything and binds us all.
Unlike an
ordinary single-conductor spiral, Kelly
bifilar antennas have two conductors
whose spirals are wound one within the
other. This affords them a very special
property; if you trace the direction taken
by the signal, the first spiral winds to the
center, then returns to the outer ring via
the second spiral.
In this way the
Not one spiral, but two!
Follow
energy-as-information is placed in a state
black to the center and return via
of clockwise and counter-clockwise
green to see energetic flow spun in
rotation within the same space –
both directions concurrently.
interlocking reverse vortexes that
are simultaneously working to pump energy into and out of the
physical realm. The result is what Tesla dubbed the “scalar” wave, the
pathway to detection and broadcast of frequency/energy.
An Electrostatic Reaction Plate: For most operators the antenna is also used
as a tactile means for recognizing the resonance points that are found
while scanning rate dials, intensity/potency dials or when simply asking a
question through electronic dowsing.
While this process sounds mysterious,
this phenomena was first explained by E. Mallinckrodt in the article “Perception
of Electrically Induced Vibrations” in the September 1953 issue of the
prestigious journal Science. In short, Dr. Mallinckrodt explained that changing
the size of an electromagnetic or ultrasonic field beneath an insulating surface
like glass or plastic would create a change in the perceived texture to the
person rubbing it – the phenomena of Electrovibration. It would later be
discovered that the reverse was also true – a computer can detect the
electrostatic impact of the touch of a finger - now the basis for all active
capacitance touchscreen and smart phone technology. In the radionic
instrument the field in the antenna is maximized when the sum of all signals
being produced or captured by the coils and capacitors are equal to the
resistance being measured on the Intensity dial – a 50,000 ohm variable
resistor. Just as a stage microphone will squeal when brought too close to the
amplifier, the same feedback point in the instrument creates the tactile
response we perceive as the “stick”.
16

OUTPUT: REACTION PLATE/ANTENNAS
Loop Coil Reaction Plate/Antennas
Our classic moebius loop coil reaction plate/antenna is carved
from a solid block of oak, a dual conductor wire creating a basic
bifilar antenna. A smooth-as-glass acrylic surface delivers high
sensitivity. This reaction plate comes standard with every
Personal Instrument and Replicator.
Standard Reaction Plate/Antenna…..……….…………..….$75.00
Perfect Spiral Antenna Arrays
Increase the sensitivity of your dowsing and
supercharge the power of your radionic broadcasts
with the all-new Perfect Spiral Antenna!
Every
Perfect Spiral Antenna is built with a stack of dualsided bifilar coil antenna circuit boards. The silicon
substrate in each circuit board serves as an insulator
between the circuit pathways, while the air gap
between each board does the same. The result is
increased size and density of the outgoing radionic
signal through induction capacitance. Specific
features include:
 Perfect Bifilar Spirals: Flawless interlocking
clockwise and counter-clockwise spirals with
neither right angles nor straight lines to impede
the speed of the outgoing signal.
 Pure Gold plating atop the copper circuit paths
creates a 5x increase in conductivity as
compared with previous tin alloy.
 Polycarbonate Enclosures replace insulating
oak with a tight-as-a-drum polycarbonate
resonance chamber that further accentuates user
response and sensitivity when dowsing or
scanning.
 Unlimited Expansion of broadcast capacity with
input/output jacks that allow multiple Perfect
Spiral Antennas to be connected and used
simultaneously. We have only begun to explore
the impact of this feature!
 Fully compatible with existing antenna, whether helical coil or a Classic
Phase Array. Simply add the old style antenna to the new Perfect Spiral
Antenna using the new input/output jacks on the front of the enclosure.

Perfect Spiral Antenna - Phase Array/Reaction Plates
32 Phase………………….. 4 Plates………………………………………….. $395.00
40 Phase………………….. 5 Plates………………………………………….. $495.00
48 Phase………………….. 6 Plates………………………………………….. $595.00
Use these antennae with your Personal Instrument, Seeker, Beacon,
Workstation, and Replicator.
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OUTPUT: REACTION PLATE/ANTENNAS
BETAR Coils
The BETAR Dual-Spin Coil Antenna is a pocketsized version of the perfect spiral found in all
Phase Array reaction plate/antennas and KRT
console
instruments.
Add
resonance
to
everything you do simply by carrying it
within your personal energy field. Only a little
larger than a silver dollar, this pure gold-oncopper coil is the luckiest coin you will ever carry!
Core uses include:





Reaction Plate: Use these as pocket rub
plates by simply rubbing a fingertip on the
gold coils while focusing on your question.
Energy Activator: Hold it close to the
surface of any organism whenever and
wherever you need to increase the flow
of natural healing energy. These passive
energy lenses were designed for use with the
speakers on our BETAR sound therapy
systems, putting a simultaneous clockwise
and counter-clockwise spin on the streaming
flow of sonic energy waves and magnetic
energy fields produced by each speaker. With an organism the bioelectric
“aura” is the driving force behind this double helix!
Energy Resonator: Increase the energetic resonance of water,
crystals, affirmations, sacred objects, and sacred texts. Simply
place the object of interest atop the coil for a minute or two and you are
done. For example, four ounces of our local tap water in a glass bottle
yielded 425 when measured for General Vitality (9.00-49.00) on the
Intensity dial of a Kelly Personal Instrument. Bottle was placed atop Pocket
Scalar Antenna with results as follows:
Time on Coil (seconds)
0
15
30
60
120



General Vitality
425
475
610
850
2,000

For BETAR Vibroacoustic-style chakra activation, lie down and position a
Pocket Perfect Spiral Antenna directly atop each of the 7 chakra.

Each Pocket Antenna is 2 ¼” (57mm) diameter x 1/16" (1.5mm) thick. Coil
surface 1 11/16” (43mm) wide.
BETAR Coil – Single ….……………………………………………………..….. $29.99
BETAR Coil – Three Treasures Pack (Set of 3) …..……….…………… $59.99
BETAR Coil - Chakra Pack (Set of 7)….……....…….…………………… $119.99
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT: REAGENTS
Reagents sets are the easiest way to add a wide variety of beneficial patterns of
energy-as-information to your radionic research. Simply add a test tube
containing a reagent to the input well of your Personal Instrument, Seeker,
Beacon, Workstation or Replicator to seamlessly integrate their energetic
patterns to the radionic broadcast. Choose from our sets or make your own!
Advanced Nutrient Reagent Set
This set includes a “balanced diet” of 40 amino acids, minerals, and vitamins;
10 empty tubes for your samples; and a 50 tube storage rack. Resonate your
plants and animals with the energetic patterns of the nutrients they need.
All Natural Sea Salt
Amino Multi #1
Amino Multi #2
Amino Multi #3
Amino Multi #4
B-Complex
Bioflavonoids
Biotin, High Potency
Borax
Boron

Calcium-Mag w/ Vit. D
Celtic Sea Salt
Chromium Picolinate
Cider Vinegar
Conjug. Linoleic Acid
Enzyme + Papaya
Folic Acid
Glucosamine + Chondroitin

Hydrogen Peroxide
Inositol Capsules

Iodine, Atomidine
Iron
Mega-Mins
Melatonin
Niacinamide
Norwegian Kelp
Omega 3 Mood
Pantothenic Acid
Phosphatidyl Choline
Potassium

Vitamin A
Vitamin B1
Vitamin B6
Vitamin B12
Vitamin C w/ Rose
Vitamin D
Vitamin K
Salba
Selene-E
Selenium Select

Advanced Nutrient Reagent Set………………………..….….. $149.00
Advanced Color Reagent Set
First in Creation there was light, a miracle whose
echo is felt every time the sun touches a seed
and life is born.
Add the unique vibratory
properties of the entire rainbow of colors to your
broadcasts with this set of 23 glass beads, 17
Spectro-Chrome gel filters, 10 empty tubes for
your samples, and a 50 tube storage rack.
Glass Beads: The primary chemical component in glass is quartz silica – the
second most abundant mineral on the planet and widely recognized in the
esoteric arts for properties of energy activation. These pressed glass beads are
hand made in small batches in the Czech Republic.
Spectro-Chrome Gel Filters - Integrate the wisdom of Dinshah
Ghadiali’s Spectro-Chrome system of color therapy with a complete
set of the exact colors and blends specified in Let There Be Light –
the manual of the Spectro-Chrome system.
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Black
Brown
Gray
White, Opaque
White, Crystal
Garnet
Ruby
Orange, Med.
Topaz, Dark
Orange, Light

Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Yellow
Topaz, Light
Kelly Green
Green, Med.
Green, Deep
Aqua
Sapphire, Light
Sapphire, Med.
Sapphire, Dark
Cobalt

Glass – Amethyst, Light
Glass – Amethyst, Deep
Glass – Rainbow Balance
Spectro – Red
Spectro – Orange
Spectro – Yellow
Spectro – Lemon
Spectro – Green
Spectro – Turquoise
Spectro – Blue

Spectro
Spectro
Spectro
Spectro
Spectro
Spectro
Spectro
Spectro
Spectro
Spectro

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Indigo
Violet
Purple
Magenta
Scarlet
Red/Orange
Orange/Yellow
Lemon/Green
Green/Turquoise
Turquoise/Blue

Advanced Color Reagent Set……………………………..….….. $149.00
Let There Be Light by Darius Dinshah……………………….….$12.00
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT: GLASSWARE
Researchers use laboratory glassware to store the samples, witnesses and
reagents used in radionic research. Simply add the test tube containing the
reagent to the input well of your Personal Instrument or other radionic device.
Test Tubes with Caps
These round bottom rimless glass tubes are made from Pyrex
for laboratory products giant Fischer Scientific. They have a
capacity of ½ ounce (15 ml), measuring roughly 5/8” (16 mm)
in diameter by 4” (102 mm) tall. Compression fit plastic caps
provide a liquid-tight seal.

Test Tube with Cap (1)……………..…………………...………..….$1.00
Test Tubes with Caps (Box of 250)…………………........….$125.00
Test Tubes with Caps (Case of 1,000)…………............….$250.00
Test Tube Stands
These durable, easy-to-clean plastic stands are essential for
storage of 4” and taller test tubes.

20 Tube Stand…………..……….…..…………………...………..…. $30.00
20 Tube Stand w/ 20 Test Tubes + Caps……...…………..….$40.00
50 Tube Stand…………..…………..…………………...…………….$45.00
50 Tube Stand w/ 50 Test Tubes + Caps.……...….……...….$75.00
Small Vials with Caps
These sample vials are made with Class A Borosilicate glass for
laboratory products giant Fischer Scientific.
They have a
capacity of two drams (1/4 ounce or 8 ml), measuring roughly
5/8” (16 mm) in diameter by 2 3/8” (60 mm) tall. Screw type
caps are made of black phenolic Bakelite.

Small Vial with Cap (1)…………..……………………...………..….$1.00
Jars with Lids
These straight-sided glass jars with lids are ideal for containing
samples, reagents or potentized blends of minerals, beads,
sand or other inert substrates. Jars are 2.25" (57 mm) tall x 2"
(50 mm) diameter with a capacity of roughly 2 ounces (60 ml).

Jar with Lid (1)…….…………………...…………………….……..….$3.00
Jars with Lids (4)….………………………………………….……….$10.00
Disposable Transfer Pipettes
These non-graduated plastic pipettes permit effortless transfer
of liquids into test tubes, vials and other small vessels. Just like
an eyedropper, simply squeeze the bulb at the top and up to
1/10 of an ounce (3 ml) will be drawn into the tube. Squeeze
again to release the fluid.

10 Disposable Transfer Pipettes………….……...….……...….... $5.00
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Standard Griffin Beakers
300 mL (10.1 ounces) Pyrex beakers made by Corning fit
perfectly in all standard sized sample and imprint wells. Ideal
for mess-free handling of samples of soil, seed, feed or any
others that will be discarded after analysis. Dishwasher safe.

Standard Griffin Beaker (1)……..………………….…….……..…. $9.00
Standard Griffin Beaker (Case of 12)….………………………. $90.00
Jumbo Griffin Beakers
Heavy duty 4,000 mL (1.06 gallons) Pyrex beakers made by
Corning fit perfectly in the Extra Large Sample Wells. Ideal for
mess-free handling of bulky samples of hay, plant cuttings and
other large items that will be discarded after analysis.
Dishwasher safe.

Jumbo Griffin Beaker (1)…….………………………………..….$120.00
Jumbo Griffin Beaker (4)….……………………………….….….$400.00

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT: OTHER DEVICES
Trifield Meter
Made for us by AlphaLab, the original TriField Meter combines an AC
magnetic gaussmeter, an electric field meter and a radio/microwave
(RF) field strength meter in one instrument for capture of fast,
accurate measurement of any field in the entire non-ionizing
electromagnetic spectrum.

TriField Meter…………..……...….….………........…………..... $160.00
Natural Electromagnetic Meter
The natural TriField Meter detects changes in extremely weak static
(DC or "natural") electric and magnetic fields. Designed to ignore
power lines, appliances and other man-made EMF sources. This
eliminates nearly all false positives and negatives, making this ideal
for paranormal investigations, ghost hunting or parapsychology.

Natural Electromagnetic Meter….………….......………….....$195.00
Magic Light Bulb
Bringing the power of light energy and color healing to radionic
and other research has never been easier! A credit-card-sized
remote allows easy selection between 16 different colors and
four brightness settings, while four “effects” allow automatic
transitions between colors. This electricity-sipping 5-watt LED
bulb screws directly into a standard light socket. Simply point
the bulb into the sample well to integrate these energetic
patterns into your radionic research.

Magic Light Bulb (each).………………………………….…..……. $59.00
Pendulums
Tap into the secrets of the universe with a pendulum, one of the most ancient
dowsing tools. Ours are made from three materials: metal, stone or wood.

Pendulum (metal, stone or wood)………………..……………. $15.00
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT: ACCESSORIES
Cords, cables, adapters, power supplies, and other equipment.

Instrument Leads and Connectors
Need more space between your devices? KRT can supply
rubberized cord instrument leads of any length with either
plugs or jacks (sockets) on each end. Available in black, blue,
gray, and red. Longer lengths are $5 per foot per pair.
Instrument Leads: 12" (pair)……………………………………………..…. $15.00
Instrument Leads: 24" (pair)……………………………………………..…. $20.00
Instrument Leads: 36" (pair)………………………………………………… $25.00
These red and black probes allow direct connection with
soil, plants or other samples. Banana plugs provide easy
connection to any KRT radionic instrument.
Instrument Probes: 36” – banana jack to probe tips (pair)…….….$20.00
Stacking jacks work like a splitter, allowing multiple wells or
antenna to be connected to the same input/output jacks. Add a
weatherproof rubberized cord to a stacking jack for use as a
grounding wire on your Personal Instrument or Replicator. Or
we can attach a banana plug for use with your Seeker, Beacon, or Workstation.
Stacking Jack (each)………………………………….………………………….. $6.00
Grounding Wire with Stacking Jack or Banana Plug (15’)……….… $20.00
Grounding Wire with Stacking Jack or Banana Plug (30’)……….… $40.00
BNC Cables
Use BNC cables with the signal input jacks on your Personal
Instrument, Seeker, Beacon, Workstation, and Replicator, as
well as the output jack for your BK Precision Signal Generator.
Use the 1/8” adapter to utilize computer sound cards, portable
music players, and other external devices with your instrument.
Cable: 12" - BNC to BNC (each)………………….…………….……………. $15.00
Cable: 36" - BNC to BNC (each)………………….………………….………. $20.00
Cable: 72" - BNC to BNC (each)………………….……………………….…. $25.00
Adapter - BNC to 1/8" (3.5 mm) mono phone jack (each)………..... $5.00
Power Supplies
Many KRT instruments and devices are designed to operate at 9 volts DC and
500 milliamps. This power may be delivered via a transformer-style power
supply, a “cigar-lighter” auto adapter or – for complete independence - by 9
volt batteries. All three alternatives are available from KRT!
Home: 110v/60Hz AC with Plug for North American outlets.…….. $20.00
Auto: 12 Volt DC with Cigar Lighter Plug……………………….…………$20.00
Battery: 9 volt Dual Connector……………….……………………………... $20.00
Note: In 2010 KRT transitioned from
the classic “Atari plug” power supply
tip to the modern interior tip power
supply plugs. Be sure to specify which
plug type you require when ordering
for pre-2010 equipment.

Classic “Atari” Plug
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Interior Tip

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT: CASES
KRT is proud to offer high quality equipment cases produced by Platt in a
variety of sizes and construction grades.
These cases ensure safe
transportation and easy storage of radionic and other instrumentation.
Light Duty Case
Light-duty, black, scuff resistant molded
ABS thermoplastic forms the tough shell
of these cases. Extruded aluminum rim,
drawbolt key locks, and strong molded
handle. Cubed foam interior provides
effortless
customization
and
max
protection.
These cases will hold a
Personal Instrument, sample well, std.
reaction plate/antenna and power supply.
Small (16" x 12" x 7")…………………………………...…………….………..$99.00
Medium Duty Cases
Grain texture ABS plastic cases with
extruded aluminum frame, deluxe golf
grip handle, cast chrome key locks and
piano hinge.
Cubed foam interiors
provide effortless customization and
maximum protection. These cases will
hold a Personal Instrument, sample well, std. reaction plate/antenna OR Perfect
Spiral Phase Array antenna, an Accessory Potentizer and power supplies.
Medium (20" x 14" x 7")…………………………………………...……….. $150.00
Large (24" x 18" x 7")………………………………….…………….………. $175.00

Looking for a different case? As authorized dealers, KRT can provide
you with any case made by Platt. See tons of choices at:
www.plattcases.com, then place your order with KRT!
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BOOKS & INFO: APPLIED RADIONICS
Rates and information for conducting radionic research.

A Fun Course in Beginning Radionics
by Peter V. Radatti
A spiritual based book that explains “how” rather than
“why”, this volume is intended as a starting point for new
students of radionics. Pete described it by saying, “There
are things in this book that exist nowhere else that will
make it useful even to experienced operators.” This book
introduces the Radionics Operating System (ROS): an
easy way of performing radionics using Radionics
programs stored in crystals, as well as the Radionics
Operating System Program (ROSP).
268 pages - softcover……..……………………………………….…………… $20.00
KRT: De Le Warr Conversion Rates
Originally compiled and published by Interdimensional
Science as Special Supplement #24 in Psychotronics Book
II and Book III, this book is a reference volume of scalar
wavelengths that were originally discovered by radionics
pioneer George de la Warr. The de la Warr rates were
converted to the two-dial rate system through direct
connection of a de la Warr radionic instrument and a Kelly
Personal Instrument. Also applies to Hieronymus, Rogers,
Mattioda, Lightning and SE-5 radionic systems.
A KRT exclusive!
68 pages - spiral bound…………………………………………….……………$25.00
KRT: Electronic Rate Book v.2012
All-new in 2011 and updated in 2012, a fully searchable and
sortable database of more than 13,800 radionic rates for use
with any two dial radionic instrument or software.
Includes the ability to create and print worksheets and
reports, as well as an integrated library of 28 of the most
commonly utilized analysis, balancing, and information
worksheets.
Ideal for use with all Kelly Analyzers, as well as all Hieronymus, Rogers,
Mattioda, Lightning or SE-5 radionic systems and their replicas. Requires a
Windows computer and CD-ROM drive.
A KRT exclusive!
First Time Purchase…...…………………………………..………………..… $299.00
Upgrade Purchase…...………………………………………………..……..…$149.00
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KRT: Radionics - Book 2: Applied Radionics
Take control of your energetic destiny with this hands-on
manual featuring step-by-step instructions for safe and
successful use of all KRT radionic analyzers and
potentizers, as well as advanced strategies, techniques
and topics:






Comparing Photographic Witnesses
Selection and Use of Reagents
Scanning Precise Rates
Advanced Potentizing
Gardening and Agriculture

Much of this information is directly applicable to other two-dial analyzers,
including Hieronymus, Rogers, Mattioda and Lightning devices.
A KRT exclusive!
125 pages – coil bound…………………..………………..…………………… $40.00
Download this book for FREE at: www.kellyresearchtech.com/download.html

KRT: Radionics - Book 3: Radionic Rates - Alpha
More than 13,800 radionic rates for use with any two dial
radionic instrument or software system, including
Hieronymus, Rogers, Mattioda, Lightning and SE-5
devices, arranged alphabetically.
This book is the result of more than 35 years of compiling,
collecting, and identifying radionic rates for two-dial
instruments. A reference volume for use in energetic
research, this database includes more than 13,800 rates
and is arranged alphabetically by Pattern of Information name.
A KRT exclusive!
513 pages - coil bound………………..………………..……………...……… $50.00
513 pages - hardcover bound……………………….……………...……… $100.00
Download this book for FREE at: www.kellyresearchtech.com/download.html

Kuepper Vol. 1 - Radionics, Reality, & Man
by George Kuepper
This is a step-by-step guide and basic training manual to
analysis, instrumented dowsing, broadcasting, rate scanning,
and potentization for anyone using Kelly, Hieronymus, Rogers,
Mattioda, or similar instruments with 2-dial banks. Special
training instructions are included for SE-5 instruments.
Background theory also included.
262 pages – coil bound…………………………..………………..…………… $40.00
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Kuepper Vol. 2 - Plants, Soils, Earth Energy, & Radionics
by George Kuepper
This volume follows in the wake of Radionics, Reality, & Man
to provide specific applications of radionic technology for crop
farming, gardening, and earth energy/geomantic work.
Techniques are based on the author’s farming experience and
are detailed step-by-step in a clear, easy-to-understand
manner.
212 pages – coil bound……………………………………………….………… $40.00
Scanner Rates for Agriculture by Jay L. McCaman
This companion to When Weeds Talk (formerly titled "Weeds and Why They
Grow) contains 50 pages of radionic rates used and/or developed by Mr.
McCaman in the course of establishing his protocols for weed control through
selective soil chemistry.
52 pages - notebook bound……………………………………….……………$22.00

BOOKS & INFO: ENERGETIC ESSENTIALS

Broaden your understanding of radionics, resonance energy and healing.
A Practical Guide to Vibrational Medicine by Richard Gerber, M.D.
The old paradigms of medicine have begun to fall apart. We no
longer believe that our bodies are machines with parts that wear
down, only to be braced up by drugs or replaced through
surgery. Instead, a growing number of pioneering researchers
embrace the roles of consciousness and "thought forms," as well
as the benefits of homoeopathy, acupuncture, colour and light
healing, and other therapies. Dr. Gerber combines scientific
evidence with traditional to unlock healing potential.
464 pages - softcover……………………….…………………….……….…… $17.00
Animal Healing and Vibrational Medicine by Sage Holloway
Dogs, cats, birds, reptiles, rodents, fish, horses, dolphins and farm
animals benefit from the gentle healing methods of vibrational
medicine. This book explains how to create more than 1,000
energetic remedies for specific ailments with no harmful side
effects and no guesswork. A great reference for animal energetics.
232 pages – softcover……...………………………………………………… $17.00
Body Electric, The by Robert O. Becker, M.D.
In this landmark book, Dr. Becker, a pioneer in the field of
bioelectric science, presents a fascinating look at the role
electricity plays in healing, challenging the traditional
mechanistic model of the body. Colorful and controversial, this is
a tale of engrossing research, scientific and medical politics, and
breakthrough discoveries that offer new possibilities for fighting
disease and harnessing the body's healing powers.
368 pages – softcover………………………...…………………………………$16.00
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Divining Hand, The by Christopher Bird
"To dowse," says the author of this definitive study of the
divining art, "is to search with the aid of a handheld instrument
such as a forked stick or a pendular bob on the end of a string for anything.” A complete history of the art of dowsing around
the world by the author of Secret Life of Plants. Includes indetail coverage of the various existing theories attempting to
explain this extraordinary phenomenon. Filled with exciting,
documented stories, most of them illustrated with photographs and diagrams.
372 pages – softcover……………………...…………………………………. $40.00
Electroherbalism Frequency Lists, The by Brian McInturff
Contains frequencies that people use for alternative bioelectronic
instruments including function generator pad devices, Rife and
Rife-Bare machines. This compilation includes newly updated
versions of the Consolidated Annotated Frequency List, an
"Introduction to Alternative Bioelectronic Therapy Devices," and
the article "Electrical and Frequency Effects on Pathogens."
172 pages – softcover…………………………...………………………………$30.00
KRT: Radionics - Book 1: Ideas & Innovators by Peter Kelly
A collection of essays by such luminaries as Thomas Bearden, Bill
Jenkins, Lutie Larsen, Edward W. Russell, Joseph F. Goodavage,
Robert A. Wilson and Peter J. Kelly that serve to provide new
researchers with an overview of the field of Psychotronics,
radionics and scalar energy. A KRT exclusive!
94 pages - coil bound………………………………...………………………….$20.00
Let There Be Light by Darius Dinshah
An easy-to-use manual for Dinshah P. Ghadiali's classic SpectroChrome light therapy system. Covers the specific color
combinations that should be utilized for specific situations. Utilize
this information in your radionic research through the use of a
KRT Gel Filter Color Reagent Set or a Magic Light Bulb.
125 pages - hardcover………………..……………...………………………… $12.00
Rife Handbook of Frequency Therapy by Nenah Sylver, Ph.D
Dr. Sylver takes a very detailed and well referenced look at the
background of both conventional and holistic medicine before
introducing the reader to Rife resonance therapy, based on the
work of Dr. Royal Raymond Rife. A comprehensive Rife handbook.
768 pages - hardcover………………..……………...………………….…… $150.00
Radionics: Action at a Distance by Thomas E. Bearden
Filmed live in 1990, this lecture covers the physics behind
radionics in a way that is accessible by all audiences. The
program is supplemented with color slides and diagrams that
illuminate the concepts. This is a serious lecture that explores
the underpinnings of radionics and our entire universe! Available
in NTSC (North American) and PAL (European) formats.
DVD (95 minutes)………………….………...……………..…………………… $29.00
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Secret Art, The by Duncan Laurie
Artist and subtle energy researcher Duncan Laurie has authored
a new historical review of radionics. This volume describes the
devices, design philosophies and results achieved not only by
radionic pioneers like Abrams, Drown, the de la Warrs and T.
Galen Hieronymus, but also with new systems at the cutting
edge. Mr. Laurie seamlessly integrates artistic, healing and other
disciplines in which the principles of focused intent and energyas-information are the cornerstones of success. An easy read for beginners and
experienced users alike.
204 pages - softcover……………………...…...……………...……………… $18.00
Vibrational Medicine: The #1 Handbook of Subtle-Energy Therapies
by Richard Gerber, M.D.
A thorough textbook on modern alternative therapies, focusing
on energetic healing. Including notes, diagrams, a glossary and
an appendix, this definitive text explores the possibilities for
healing that exist in the complementary use of Western and
Alternative medical practices. Find out why Health World called
this “A landmark book, written with profound understanding, but
in simple and readable language.”
608 pages - softcover………………………...……………...….…………… $20.00

BOOKS & INFO: AGRICULTURE & THE EARTH

Titles focusing on effective agriculture and the wisdom of the planetary system.
Clearing: A Guide to Liberating Energies Trapped in Buildings and Lands
by Jim Pathfinder Ewing
Working from the premise that every natural and human-made
space has an energy of its own that can physically and
emotionally effect anyone in that space, this introduction to
ancient
practices
of
environmental
shamanism—or
transformation of the energy of spaces—explains in practical,
step-by-step terms how to recognize and liberate old,
unproductive energy that may be stored in any space, making
room for new vibrations to circulate and increase inhabitants'
well-being. Real-life examples, guided exercises, annotated endnotes, and an
extensive glossary to supplement case studies making the book both
informative and accessible for practical use.
128 pages – softcover…………………………………………………………... $16.00
Field Effect - The Pi Phase of Physics by Leigh Richmond Donahue
Our galaxy, ourselves, and the electrons from which we are built
function on a logical pattern and operative system. Once you find
that pattern the rest falls into place. An analysis of the structure
of the electron, which brings to light the anatomy of black holes
and superstrings, is delivered in a common sense way that is
easy to understand. A KRT exclusive!
64 pages - softcover………………………………………………….………… $15.00
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Healing Plants and Animals from a Distance by Jim Pathfinder Ewing
Using simple rituals—whose roots draw from shamanism,
spirituality, religion, Native American studies, vibrational energy
and alternative medicine—becoming conscious of healing abilities
is possible. This manual demonstrates not only how to gain the
knowledge and wisdom afforded by various spirit beings, guides,
and helpers, but also how to apply this knowledge.
192 pages - softcover……………………………………………...………….…$18.00
Quantum Agriculture: Biodynamics & Beyond by Hugh Lovel
Hugh Lovel is a +30 year veteran of organic farming, biodynamic
preparation, dowsing, and radionics. This book brings
biodynamics to a place of practical application while challenging
the very essence of status quo paradigms – a clear guide for
anyone interested in learning about and using biodynamics.
216 pages – softcover……………………………………………………...……$25.00
Secret Life of Plants by Peter Tompkins & Christopher Bird
This groundbreaking work showed plants may be sentient by
measuring changes in conductivity with a polygraph. Also, a
summary of Goethe's theory of plant metamorphosis, the aura,
psychophysics, orgone, radionics, bioelectrics and dowsing.
416 pages – softcover……………………………………………………...……$18.00
When Weeds Talk by Jay L. McCaman
The secret to weed control lies in fertility management, as every weed grows
within a window of allowable soil conditions. The ideal soil chemistry for
hundreds of weeds of commercial importance are detailed along with the
chemical analysis of accompanying soils. See also Jay McCaman’s companion
work, Scanner Rates for Agriculture.
116 pages - spiral bound………………………………………..….…….…... $25.00

THE KELLY RESEARCH REPORT
Just like Interdimensional News (1983 - 2005) before it, the mission of the
Kelly Research Report is to serve as a hub and beacon of information for the
community of radionic and other vibratory science researchers. Subscribe to
this journal for:





Classic Interdimensional News stories
Esoteric essays and articles
CJ’s “Herbal Encyclopedia”
Planting calendars

Global Electronic Subscription
USA: Print + Electronic Subscription
Global: Print + Electronic Subscription






Radionic case studies
Rate worksheets
Special sales and offers
Submissions from readers

FREE!
$25.00/4 issues or $45.00/8 issues
$40.00/4 issues or $75.00/8 issues

www.kellyresearchtech.com
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MOOD-O-MATICTM:
RELAX
Mood Tone Generators emit a
low frequency magnetic pulse
associated with the alpha
range of human brainwave
activity - wakeful relaxation.
The RELAX Tone – 7.83 cycles
per second – is the naturallyoccurring
frequency
of
resonance between the Earth’s
upper atmosphere and the
surface of the planet – the Schumann Earth Tone. This soothing hum
was the dominant background frequency for all living things until the
arrival of the “modern” age, when continuous exposure to high energy
electrical and telecommunication signals became the norm.
Invented by KRT founder Peter J. Kelly, these units help put an
end to nervousness and agitated patterns of thinking by providing
peaceful, low-intensity stimulation that can allow the user to remain
centered in a pleasant state of wakeful relaxation. Folks that spend
long periods of time driving will feel the hours slip away when they
activate their RELAX Mood Tone Generator, with less likelihood of
“zoning out”. And because magnetic waves are silent, the units

are totally unobtrusive at home, in the office, or in the car.

The pocket sized “Micro” unit requires a 9 volt battery (not included).
The “Mini” comes equipped with home and auto adapters.
Micro Mood-O-Matic: RELAX (pocket – 3’ range)………………..……. $99.00
Mini Mood-O-Matic: RELAX (desktop – 10’ range)…………….…… $149.00
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MOOD-O-MATICTM: SLEEP is a
Mood Tone Generator that produces
a low frequency magnetic pulse
associated with the delta range of
human brainwave activity – deep,
restful sleep.
Because magnetic
waves are silent, the BETAR Sleep
Tone – 4.0 cycles per second – is
totally
silent
and
complete
unobtrusive. The gentle pulsations
help the brain tune out both
distracting background noises and
high
energy
electrical
and
telecommunication signals.
Like all Mood-O-Matic Mood Tone
Generators, the SLEEP unit utilizes a
dual-spin coil antenna to produce
the magnetic field, the same type of
antenna found in the radionic phase
array antennas.
The Mini SLEEP comes equipped with
a power adapter for home use.

How much would you pay for deep, restful sleep?
Mini Mood-O-Matic: SLEEP (desktop - 10’ range).……………..…….$149.00
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2018 KRT Workshops
KRT BASIC RADIONICS WORKSHOPS
January 20-21:

Atlanta, Georgia

February 8-9:

Des Moines, Iowa

July 23-24:

Chicago, Illinois

October TBD:

Rapid City, South Dakota

A two-day introduction to the basic theory and hands-on operation of the
radionic instrument for the new beginner and anyone seeking a refresher.
Topics will include collection of samples and witnesses, energetic analysis and
radionic balancing, use of reagents, use of worksheets, and cold scanning. We’ll
use the instrument to analyze and balance water and soil samples brought from
home or taken at the site of the class.
Individual Registration:
with Instrument Purchase or Course Retake
Rental Instrument (Supplies Limited!)

$400.00
$200.00
$50.00

KRT ADVANCED WORKSHOPS
February 10:

Des Moines, Iowa

Intermediate Radionics w/ Marty Lucas: Special guest Marty Lucas will join Ed

Kelly in this one-day course designed to take beginning users to the next level
with a comprehensive look at Potentizing using a radionics instrument.
Individual Registration:
$200.00
Rental Instrument (Supplies Limited!)
$50.00

February 11:

Des Moines, Iowa

Marty Lucas takes the lead in sharing
advanced concepts, techniques, and strategies.
Individual Registration:
$200.00
Advanced Radionics w/ Marty Lucas:

For more info about these and other community events, visit:

www.kellyresearchtech.com/events.html
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